
Minutes:  OD Low Vision Workgroup  

Date:  Monday, April 20, 2015 

4-4:40 PM ET  

 
 

Call participants:  Karen Brahm, Lisa Chan-Oconnell, Barbara Hetrick, Candice Law, Greg Hopkins, Tim 

Morand, Sally Dang, Shannon Stone 

 

Thanks to Barbara Hetrick for helping with the minutes! 

 
1. Update on Low Vision Continuum of Care Course:  Lisa - For most of the modules, the initial review 
has been accomplished to verify functionality.  Some content changes are in process.  Waiting for 
EES/TMS to send back the final revised courses for final edits/verification.  One module is requiring 
significant changes to the format (Module 2).  Hope is to have the final courses finished and COPE 
approved “in the next couple months.” 

2. Low Vision Template Review:   Karen reports the low vision template has been completed.  The 
entire template is “very big”, but is divided into multiple sections.  The small group (Karen, Lisa, Tim, 
Patti, Bethany, and Greg) met last week to review and edit.  Hopeful to have the final version published 
soon for general use. 

3. Coding Question:   Follow-up from last call - Does the order of the encounter coding for LV exams 
matter?  Disease or Vision First?  AAO Ophthalmic Coding Series was reviewed - Vision Impairment is the 
primary code and disease code secondary.  Karen will verify this with AOA.   

4. Clinic/Provider Taxonomy Mapping:  Tim asks if there are standard RVUs for Low Vision Clinics.  Lisa 
reports the DSS coding/labor mapping needs to be adjusted to reflect the time, RVU, and taxonomy – 
this is NOT the standard physician productivity cube.  Low Vision clinics will appear as an outlier unless 
the taxonomy codes are changed away from the optometry/primary care RVU codes.  Individual 
providers (providers that also work outside of the VA) can have 2 taxonomy codes ; they can have 
general optometry taxonomy code on NPPES and  low vision taxonomy code within the VA.  Full time VA 
ODs will have one taxonomy code – those who are more than 50% low vision, should use the LV 
taxonomy code.  Lisa will check again to see if there’s any new VA standardization for LV providers. 
 
5. Follow-up Schedule for Intermediate Low Vision Clinics? Question from the field - Are there any 
criteria for discharge from the Intermediate clinic?  Opinion offered that patients can be returned to Eye 
Clinic unless there are functional concerns or high risk for progression.  Candace Law uses a telephone 
clinic for LV patients – Technician/LV Therapist calls patients a couple months out and asks them if they 
have reached their goals, are stable/have concerns, then they are called again a year out. 

6. Format for future Low Vision Conference Calls:   Journal Club/Papers Reviewed, Grand Rounds/Case 
Conferences, Topic-Specific Q&A, the chairs welcome input and suggestions.  Be on the lookout for a 
short survey.   

7. Next Call – Labor Mapping and Productivity review 

 

Next Low Vision Conference Call: JUNE 15th -  VANTS  800-767-1750 Access code 94706 
 
 


